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Solve the clues that  
appear along the zoo’s path.

Can you find 
the gray cat?

Find all of the 
green animals.



Find 6 
yellow birds.

Who is hiding 
among the 
penguins?

Find the 
sleeping 

sloth.

Count all of 
the parrots.



Sail away at sea!

Follow the paths to lead the turtles to the ocean.

How many matching
ships can you find?



Can you find 
a shovel?

Count all of 
the seagulls.

Color the umbrellas, swimsuits, and sandcastle.



Who is hiding in the leaves?
Use the key to color the picture.



Circle 10 differences 
between the pictures.



Look closely at these giraffes. Finish the 
picture, and then name each one!



Look closely at these giraffes. Finish the 
picture, and then name each one!

The giraffe has lost its spots!
Help his friend draw them back on.



Find 
2 identical  
butterflies.

How many pink butterflies  
do you see? 

Count all of 
the parrots.



How many 
orange butterflies 

do you see?

Color in 
the butterfly.



Follow the steps to draw your own panda. Help the panda reach her friend!
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Help the panda reach her friend!

START

FINISH



Draw a line to connect each kitten with its mom.



Draw a line to connect each kitten with its mom. Color the tropical picture.



Follow the paths to lead the puppies to their bowls. 



The tiger is missing some black stripes. 
Add them, and then color the rest of 

the picture any way you want.



Underwater adventure time! Find all of the 
animals on the list, and then color the picture. 

FIND
 5 yellow fish

 6 octopuses

 7 crabs

 8 sea stars

 9 shrimp

10 clownfish



Underwater adventure time! Find all of the 
animals on the list, and then color the picture. 



Draw eyes, legs, and antennae on these bugs! Find and circle these images in the picture below.

Match the identical parrots.



Find and circle these images in the picture below.



Draw a circle around 
all of the insects.



Draw a line to connect the baby animals to their moms.

Number the pictures from 1 to 4 
to show the correct order of events.



Count all of the tigers and zebras and write your 
answers on the line. Then color the picture.



Tigers:
Zebras:



Connect the dots to see who’s 
hiding in the leaves.

Help the Diplodocus escape the 
T-rex and get to the house.



Help the Diplodocus escape the 
T-rex and get to the house.

Diplodocus

T-rex

START

FINISH



Circle 10 differences between these two pictures.





Find 3 identical books on the shelves.  
Circle the objects that aren’t  books.



Find the path that will lead these bugs aboveground.

Draw the other half of each butterfly, then color them in.

START

FINISH



Draw shells on 
these snails.

Draw a line from each animal to the 
house that matches them.

Circle the animals that are hiding below.



Draw a line from each animal to the 
house that matches them.



Draw your favorite animal.



Match the food to the animal that likes to eat it.



START

FINISH

Help the fish reach its friend.
Beware of sea jellies and sharks!

Point to the fish 
that’s wearing 

glasses. 

Point to the 
happy crab. 



Draw a line that connects each fish and its match.
Which fish doesn’t have one? Draw a friend for it!

Where is the 
shark with the 
birthday hat?

Which sea jelly 
is the biggest? 



Follow the steps to draw your own bunny.

Write the first letter of each animal in the
circle above it. What does it spell?

Find the bat’s shadow.
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Number the pictures from 1 to 6 to show  
the steps that the chick took to hatch.

Find the bat’s shadow.
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Find the animals by coloring them with different colors.
How many animals did you find?

Connect the dots to see who’s swimming in the pond.
Then color the picture.



Find the animals by coloring them with different colors.
How many animals did you find?



What is Bear thinking about?
Draw it in the space below.



Use the circles to draw different animal faces.



FIND
 1 bear

 2 foxes

 3 bunnies

 4 hedgehogs

 5 squirrels

 6 birds

 7 butterflies

 8 mushrooms

 9 pine cones

10 flowers





Using the key below, color in the turtle 
and create your own background.

Collect all 8 blue flowers as you 
lead this dinosaur to the pond.
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Collect all 8 blue flowers as you 
lead this dinosaur to the pond.

FINISH

START



Point to the animal that is not a caterpillar.
Then color the picture.
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